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ABSTRACT 
Eigenvalue bounds are obtained for pencils of matrices A - vB where A is a 
Stieltjes matrix and B is positive definite, under assumptions suitable for the estima- 
tion of asymptotic convergence rates of factorization iterative methods, where B 
represents the approximate factorization of A. The upper bounds obtained depend 
on the “connectivity” structure of the matrices involved, which enters through ma- 
trix graph considerations; in addition, a more classical argument is used to obtain a 
lower bound. Potential applications of these results include a partial confirmation of 
Gustafsson’s conjecture concerning the nonnecessity of Axelsson’s perturbations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When solving a positive definite linear system 
Ax=b 04 
by an iterative scheme of the form 
BX m+l = Cx, + b, 0.2) 
where B is positive definite, A = B - C, and x, denotes the successive 
iterates, one usually acceierates the procedure by polynomial relaxation 
(conjugate gradients or Chebyshev relaxation). The resulting convergence rate 
is determined by the spectral condition number of the matrix B-‘A or, what 
is the same, by the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue of the 
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(regular) pencil of matrices A - vB; more precisely, the (best) convergence 
rate is bounded (from below) by a decreasing function of this ratio. 
We develop here bounds on the eigenvalues of such pencils in the case 
where A is a Stieltjes matrix and under assumptions encountered when 
solving discrete multidimensional problems by factorization iterative methods. 
A nice perturbation technique was devised by Axelsson [l] and Gustafsson 
[7,8] to prove that factorization iterative methods are able, under appropriate 
conditions, to reach a convergence rate larger by an order of magnitude than 
that of classical schemes. Strangely enough, Gustafsson observed that the 
perturbations introduced to prove this result seemed actually unnecessary to 
reach it in practice. In [4], on the basis of the eigenvalue bounds obtained 
here, we offered an alternate approach which brings a partial confirmation of 
Gus&son’s conjecture. 
Standard definitions and notation used throughout the paper are the 
following. The order relation between real matrices and vectors of the same 
dimensions is the usual componentwise order: with A = (aij) and B = (bij), 
then A < B if aij < bij for all i, j, while A < B if aij < bij for all i, j; A is said 
to be nonnegative (positive) if A > 0 (A > 0). If A = (a i j) is an n X n matrix, 
we denote by P = diag( A) the diagonal n X n matrix with entries pii = aii. 
By e we denote the vector all whose components are equal to unity. 
The upper eigenvalue bounds to be discussed below depend on “connec- 
tivity” properties which will be introduced through matrix-graph considera- 
tions. Since these properties are not invariant under permutation and since we 
consider only symmetric matrices, all graph concepts used below refer to 
ordered undirected graphs. 
It may be mentioned here that other matrix connectivity properties have 
been used recently by Brualdi [6] for generalizing some classical eigenvalue 
inclusion regions. Although the problems investigated in the latter paper are 
quite different from our subject, it is worthwhile to notice that Brualdi also 
appealed to matrix graph concepts to define his connectivity properties. 
2. AN EXISTENCE CRITERION 
As we shall deal with factorization iterative schemes, the existence of the 
corresponding algorithms must be ascertained; we shall not consider this 
problem in detail here, but give a criterion securing existence in the cases 
considered later. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = (ajj) and U= (uij) be real n x n matrices such 
that U is upper triangular, and set P = diag(U); if there exists a positive 
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n-vector x = (xj) such that, for some fixed index i E [l, n], 
one of these inequalities being strict, then uii > 0; in particular, if 
and if, for each i E [l, n], one of the inequulities (2.1) is strict, then all 
diagonal entries of U are positive. 
Proof. The assumption 
(UX)i > (Ax)i 
means 
n n 
uiixi 2 C aijxj- C uijxj, 
j=l j=i+l 
while the assumption 
(AX)i > ((U-P)x)i 
means 
i aijxj- 5 uijxj>O, 
j=l j=i+l 
The conclusion follows, since Xi > 0. n 
COROLLARY. Let A = (aij) and U = ( uij) be real n X n matrices such 
that U is upper triangular; let i E [l, n] be some fixed index, and assume that 
(1) uij < aij for all j such that i < j < n; 
(2) there exists a positive n-vector x = (xi) such that cij= lai jxj > 0 and 
(Ux), >, (Ax)i* 
Then uii > 0. 
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In particular, if Uij<aij for all l<i<j<n, C~=iaijxj>O for all 
i E [l, n], and Ux >, Ax, then all diagonal entries of U are positive. 
Proof We have (UX), 2 (Ax)~ by assumption; on the other hand 
(Ax)~ - ((U- P)x), = k aijxj - 2 uijxj 
j=l j=i+l 
= k aijxj+ i (Uij - Uij)Xj 
j=l j=i+l 
i 
> C aijxj > 0; 
j=l 
hence (Ax), > ((U - P)x)~. The conclusion follows by Theorem 2.1. n 
REMARKS. 
(a) Alternatively, condition (2) of the preceding corollary may be replaced 
with: 
(2’) there exists a positive n-vector x = (xj) such that Cj= laijxj > 0 and 
(Ux), > (Ax)~. 
(b) The preceding results do not assume that A is a Stieltjes matrix, nor 
that it is symmetric, nor that it is an M-matrix. When x = e, the essential 
assumption of the corollary, Ci, ia i jx j > 0, may be considered as a weakened 
form of the condition of lower semistrict diagonal dominance, introduced 
in [2]. 
3. EIGENVALUE BOUNDS 
We shall now establish eigenvalue bounds for pencils of matrices A - vB 
where A is a Stieltjes matrix and B is positive definite. Assumptions (used in 
practice to define the approximate factorization B of A) will be such that 
A - B is positive semidefinite; therefore 1 will always be a lower bound, and 
we shall only be left with the problem of determining upper bounds. The 
latter will all be based on Theorem 3.1 below, essentially a rephrasing of 
Theorem 6.2 in [3]. With slight modifications, the corresponding proof of [3] 
could easily be adapted; however, a simpler proof will be presented here. 
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We first state the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A=(aii) be a real n X n symmetric matrix. Then, for 
any complex n-vector x = ( zi), we have 
n n 
(z, AZ)= c c aijzizi 
n n n-l n 
= C C UijlXi12- C C Uijlxi - Xj12' 
i=l j=l i=l j=i+l 
Proof. See Lemma 6.1 in [3]. n 
LEMMA 3.2. For i E [l, m], let ci be real numbers and zi and z arbitrary 
complex numbers; then 
m-l m I m \I m \ 
C C CiCjlZi - Zj12Q C Ci C CjlXj - 212 .
i=l j=i+l ( Ii i=I j=l J 
Proof. Let C be the m x m matrix 
c = (Cij) = (CiCj) 
and i be the m-vector with components zi - x; by Lemma 3.1, we have 
m 
= c c .) 
i=l i 
m m-l m 
c, CilZi - 212 - c 
j=l 
c CiCjlXi - Zj12 
i=l j-i+1 
The conclusion follows, since 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A =(aij) and U=(uij) be real n X n matrices such 
that A is symmetric and U is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries; 
set P = diag(U), L = UT, and B = LP- ‘U; further, assume that 
(1) uij < aij < Ofor 1 G i < j < 12; 
(2) there exists a n-vector x > 0 such that Bx > Ax, Bx > 0, and Ux > 0; 
and define 
Then 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. Let D be the diagonal matrix 
D=(dii)=(x&), 
and, for any complex n-vector z, let 
w=D-‘z. 
By Lemma 3.1, we have 
(z, Bz) = (w, DBDw) 
= i$l j$xibiixj(wi,2 - nc’ t xibijxj(wi - wjj2, 
i=l j=i+l 
where bij denotes the entries of B. Since B = LP- ‘U, we have 
min(i, j) 1, u min(i, j) u 
kiUkj 
bij= c +$= c -. 
k=l k=l l)kk ’ 
thus 
(z, Bz)= 5 t XibijXjjWiJ2- nc’ k i uki~~ixjIWi-Wj12 
i=l j=l i=l j=i+l k=l 
= 2 2 Xibijxj,q,2 - “c’ ni’ 2 uki;;;jxi,wi - wj12. 
i=l j=l k=l i=k j=i+l 
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By Lemma 3.2, we have 
” n n-l n 
n ” n-l n 
= c c XibijXjlWi12- c c Xi(l - 7i)uijxjlwi - Wj12. 
i=l j=l i=l j=i+l 
SinceO<l-r<landBr>O,wehave 
(z, Bx) > (1- T) i f: xibijxj(q12 - ‘i’ i xi(l - T~)u~~x~(u+ - wj12, 
i=l j=l i=l j=i+l 
and, since BX >, Ax, - ui j > - a i j > 0, and 0 < 1 - 7 < 1 - Ti 3 
(z, Bz) >, (1- T) i i xiaijxjlwi12 - ‘i1 i xiaijxjlwi - wj12 
i=lj=1 i=l j=i+l 
i.e., 
The conclusion follows. 
The main result of the present work is the following. 
n 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A = (a i j) be a Stieltjes n x n matrix and U = ( ui j) be 
an upper Mangular real n x n matrix with po&ive diagonal entries and such 
that aij - ~~~~(usiusj/us~)~ uij 6 aij for 1~ i < j < n; set P = diag(U), 
L=UT, and B = LP- ‘U. Zf there exists a positive n-vector x such that 
Bx=Ax>O (3.3) 
and 
(L - U)x < Ax, (3.4) 
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then we have 
l<v,<Z+l, (3.5) 
where Y denotes any eigenvalue of the pencil A - vB and where I- 1 is the 
length of the longest increasing path in the (ordered ) graph G, _ 1(L) deduced 
from the graph of L by discarding the last node and its adjacent edges. 
N.B. By increasing path, we mean a path Pi,Pi, . . . pi, such that i, < i2 < 
. . . < i,. By Gk( L), we denote the subgraph of the graph of L determined by 
the nodes Pi for i = 1,2.. . k. 
REMARK. The condition (3.3) may be written 
UX= Ax-(L- P)P-‘Ux, (3.6) 
and it is a prescription to be followed while computing the diagonal entries 
of U rather than an assumption; by the corollary of Theorem 2.1, this pre- 
scription guarantees the positivity of these entries when x is such that 
Xi.= a. .x > 0. I 1 ‘I I 
Proof. Define C = B - A; from the assumption that A is a Stieltjes 
matrix and that aij - ~~~~(u,~u,~/u,,)Q uij < aij for 1 Q i < j < n, it fol- 
lows that C has nonnegative off-diagonal entries. On the other hand, x is a 
positive vector such that 
Cx=(B-A)x=O. 
It follows that C is negative semidefinite ( - C is a so-called singular 
M-matrix; see [5]). Therefore v > 1. 
To obtain the upper bound, we proceed by induction if there is no 
increasing path ending at some node Pi of the graph of L, there is no entry in 
the corresponding line of L - P, and the condition (3.4) reduces to 
Using (3.3), or (3.6), we get 
(Ux)i-((P-U)x)i=(Ax)i-((P-U)x)i>,O; 
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hence 1 - 27, z 0, i.e. 
1 
riGE9 1-p&. 
Next, let 1 be some fixed positive integer, and assume that, for any node j 
for which the length k of the longest increasing path of the graph of L ending 
at j is such that k < 1 - 1, we have 
i.e., 
Consider a node i for which the length of the longest increasing path of the 
graph of L ending at i is I; by (3.3) again, we have 
and, by the induction hypothesis, 
-((L-P)PUx),> - (l_;)+2((L-P)x),. 
Thus, by the condition (3.4), 
therefore 
1 
l-5-1+1520. 
Thus T < (1f 1)/(2 +2), or 1 - 7i 2 l/(1 +2). n 
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From the proof, it is readily seen that assumption (3.4) may be weakened, 
and we quote the following variants. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2 except for 
the condition (3.4) being replaced by 
(3.7) 
where l(i) is the length of the longest increasing path of the (ordered) graph 
of L ending at node i, we have 
where v denotes 
max laiGn-lQi). 
COROLLAFlY 2. 
l<vgl+l, (3.8) 
any eigenvalue of the pencil A - vB and I= 1-f 
Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2 except for 
the condition (3.4) being replaced by 
k+lfi)+l((L-C’)x)ig(AX)i, i~[l,n--l], (3.9) 
where k is a nonnegative constant and l(i) is the length of the longest 
increasing path of the (ordered) graph of L ending at node i, we have 
l<v<k+Z+l, (3.10) 
where v denotes any eigenvalue of the pencil A - vB and 1 = 1 + 
max I<ian-l’(i)’ 
The next result, again a variant of Theorem 3.2, requires a slightly 
different proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2, except for 
the condition (3.4) being replaced by 
(L-U)x<Ax+cA (3.11) 
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with c < 1, we have 
97 
Z-l 
1-r c (l-cy 
l<v< 
k=O 
(l-c)’ ’ 
(3.12) 
where v denotes any eigenvalue of the pencil A - vB and I- 1 is the length of 
the longest increasing path of the graph G,_ 1( L). 
Proof. We only quote the difference from the proof of Theorem 3.2; 
what is now to be proved by induction is that 
l-ria 
(l- ++i 
1+ ; (1-C)k’ 
k=O 
where Zi is the length of the longest increasing path of the graph of L ending 
at node i. 
If there is no increasing path ending at the node i in the graph of L, we 
find my the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, but with the 
condition (3.4) replaced by (3.11)] that 
1 - 27, + c > 0; 
thus 
I+’ i.e., l-r.>* r&T’ 1’ 2 * 
If the proposition is true for all nodes j such that lj Q Zi - 1, then we find that 
l-ri- (1-c)li ri> _ Ii - I 
(l-c)” c, 
Ii - 1 
1+ c (l-C)k 1+ c (l-C)k 
k=O k=O 
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L 
I, - 1 
1+ c (l-c)k+(l-C)~~C 
ri G 
k=O 
1 
1+ 5 (1-okk* 
, 
k=O 
or 
1_ri2 (l-c)“-(1-c)14c = (l-c)“” 
l+ i (1-C)k 1+ i (l-C+ 
. l 
k=O k=O 
Hence the conclusion. m 
. 
REMARK. We leave it to the reader to check, as was tacitly assumed 
during the proof, that the function 
1+ i (l-C)k 
k=O 
(l-C)‘+’ 
is a nondecreasing function of 1; the latter property follows from the condition 
c & - 1, which follows from ri > 0, itself a consequence of the general 
assumptions of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Zf, besides all assumptions of Theora 3.3, one has c -c l/l, 
then 
1 < v < 2 + 1 - fZ( I - 1)c 
\ . l--f% * 
Proof Letting 
(3.13) 
1+ i (l-C)k 
k=O 0, = 
(l-C)‘+’ 
and w = 1+2-gz(z+l)c 
1 1-(Z+1)c ’ 
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we show by induction that uz < wl. For I= 0 we have 
2 
uO=l-=w 0; 
if U~_~ 6 w[_~, we have 
+ 1 u=l_c‘< 1 ?I-1 wr-,+1= 2 + 1 - &Z( 1 - 1)c + 1 - zc 
1-C (l- zC)(l- c) 
= Z+2-(~Z(Z-1)+Z)c 
(1- zc)(l- c) 
= I +2 - Q(Z + 1)c 
1 - (Z+ 1)c + IX2 G wl* 
The conclusion follows by Theorem 3.3. 
REMAFK Although no lower bound was explicitly imposed on c in the 
previous statements, it follows from the general assumptions of Theorem 3.3, 
as observed above, that c >, - 1. When c 3 0, we note &at (3.12) and (3.13) 
entail respectively 
&V&1+1 
(1- c)’ 
and . 
z+1 
l,<v,< l_lc. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Again, one may formulate corollaries similar to those following Theorem 
3.2. Another generalization is obtained when the parameter c in Equation 
(3.11) is replaced by a diagonal matrix C = (ci8j); before stating it, we 
introduce the path function u(p) associated with the given sequence ci, 
i E [l, ?I]. 
DEFINITION [The path function u(p)]. Let ci, i E [l, n] be n given real 
numbers such that - 1~ ci < 1, and for any increasing path p = P,,P,, * - * Pi, 
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of length 2 of graph of some matrix of order n, define the following 
sequence of numbers: 
uio= 1, 
’ + Uie__l (3.16) 
% = 1 - tip 
for l<k<l. 
The function u(p) associated with the given sequence ci, i E [l, n], is then 
defined by 
v(P)=Ui, (3.17) 
REMARKS. 
(1) When ci = 0, the function u(p) reduces to one plus the number of 
nodes occurring in the path p. 
(2) The bounds imposed on ci entail that u(p) 2 2; more precisely, one 
has that ui,, > 1 for all k E [I, I] if and only if - 14 cik -C 1 for all k E [l, 11. 
(3) For later purposes, we further observe that if 0 < ci < 1, then the 
sequence uil, k E [0, I], is an increasing sequence and that 
the latter inequalities imply 
1+1 
1+1<v(p)<p 
(l-c)” 
where 1 - c is the geometric mean of 1 - tit, k E [l, I]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2 except for 
the condition (3.4) being replaced by 
(L - U)x 6 Ax + CPx, (3.18) 
UPPER 
where C is a diagonal matrix 
c= (c&y) (3.19) 
with real entries such that ci < 1, we have 
l<v<v (3.20) 
for any eigenvalue v of the pencil A - vB, with 
v= max max v(p) 
l,<iSn pE$ 
(3.21) 
where v(p) is the path function associated with the sequence ci, i E [ 1, n], as 
defined above (Equations (3.16) and (3.17)), and gi is the set of all rooted 
increasing paths of the graph of L ending at node i. 
N.B. By rooted path we mean any path whose first node is also an initial 
node; by “initial node” we mean any node such that there is no increasing 
path ending at this node. 
Proof. Again, we only quote the difference from the proof of the 
preceding theorem. 
Setting 
Vi = pmE% v(p), 
I 
we show by induction that 
If i is an initial node, the proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.3, with ci in 
place of c; for an arbitrary node, we first observe that vi = (vl + l)/(l - ci) 
with 
vl= max v. 
jEN(i) I’ 
j<i 
where N(i) denotes the set of indices of the neighbors of node i in the graph 
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of L. Therefore if our proposition is true for all nodes j < i, we conclude that 
1-ri--lri>, -3, 
V{ ll; 
or 
ri < 
v( + ci 
v;+1. 
Hence 
l-ri>, ‘-‘i -1 
V! + 1 vi 
as was to be proved. W 
DEFINITION (The maximal path). Let q be the path of the graph of L 
which realizes the maximal value v of the path function v(p) over all rooted 
increasing paths, as defined by Equation (3.21). For terminological conve- 
nience, we shah call q the maximal path of the graph of L with respect to 
the path function v(p). 
COROLLARY. Zf, besides all assumptions of Theorem 3.4, we assume 
0 6 ci < 1 for i E [l, n], then 
(3.22) 
where 1 - 1 is the length of the maximal path q of the graph of L with respect 
to the path function v(p) associated with the sequence ci, i E [l, n], and 
1 - c is the geometric mean of the numbers 1 - tit, k E [l, I], along this path. 
Proof. Under the stated assumptions one has, as observed above, 
I+1 
4P)G- 
(1 - c)’ ’ 
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where 1 - 1 is the length of p, and 1 - c is the geometric mean of the numbers 
1 - cil, k E [l, Z], along p. The conclusion follows. n 
REMARK. We further observe that if 0 < ci < 1 and if 
d(9)= C ci’l, (3.23) 
i E Nq 
where 9 is the maximal path of the graph of L [with respect to v(p)] and iVg 
denotes the set of 1 nodes occurring in 9, then (3.22) entails 
z+1 
lgv< I-&+ 
A fortiori, if 0 < ci < 1 and if 
d= max max C”i’l> 
i 1 lgi$n-lPE9, iE.4 ” 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
where 9’i denotes the set of rooted increasing paths of the graph of L ending 
at node i, and N, denotes the set of nodes occurring in the path p then 
z+1 
l<VG~, (3.26) 
where Z - 1 is the length of the longest increasing path of the graph G, _ r(L). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The preceding results will be applied to the analysis of Axelsson’s per- 
turbation technique in [4]. We remark here that it was not originally pre- 
sented as a perturbation technique, possibly because of the lack of analysis of 
the unperturbed case. Our results partially fill this gap and open the way for a 
natural use of perturbation arguments. Further, the type of presentation 
followed here will make it feasible to propose an algebraic definition of 
Axelsson’s technique, not connected with the geometrical properties of the 
particular problems to be solved. 
We thank the referee for drawing Refmence [S] to OUT attention. 
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